
new extended life 
power piston rings
An Emerging Legends™ Series Product

Dual Coated for Durability
As part of our Emerging Legends™ series of new 
products and services, Cooper is excited to introduce 
plasma-sprayed power piston rings, dual coated with 
molybdenum and nickel graphite (Mo2), for large bore 
integral engines. Offered as an upgrade to traditional 
ferrox coated rings, the Mo2 coating technology was first 
introduced to large bore diesel engines in the marine 
industry many years ago and has been applied with 
great success around the world. Cooper is launching 
Mo2 coated rings to reduce risk of start-up and break-
in failures, and to allow extended time between ring 
replacements. The Mo2 coated rings are available for 
large bore, slow-speed engine brands such as:

Cooper is the only engine O.E.M. that manufactures 
engine power piston rings. These world-class Mo2 
rings are produced and stocked in our Houston, Texas 
manufacturing and distribution center. 
  
Mo2 Coating
Piston rings are critical to engine performance. The rings 
must create an effective seal against the bore and ring 
groove while operating in a hostile environment of hot, 
and sometimes corrosive, gases with limited lubrication. 
A premature failure can be costly, which is why quality 
piston rings make good sense. By applying a coating on 
the ring, the wear properties are greatly improved. 

The Mo2 coating has two layers: a base layer of 
molybdenum composite material and a top layer of nickel 
graphite. Both coatings are applied through thermal 
(plasma) spraying. Molybdenum-based coatings provide 
low wear rates and prevent scuffing. Nickel graphite 
material has the ability to wear in and conform without 
causing wear or damage to the counter surface.

The nickel graphite top layer will remain for the first 
several thousand hours of run time. When this layer 
wears off, a second coating layer of molybdenum is 
exposed, providing excellent wear and scuffing resistance 
for extended engine life. The coating is applied to a 
barrel-faced ring for optimal seating-in and lubrication 
performance.
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Mo2 Advantages

 › Cooper-Bessemer

 › Clark

 › Ingersoll Rand

 › Worthington

Type of Coating Break-In Wear Resistance

Uncoated Ring

Hard Coating  
(i.e. Chrome, Molybdenum)

Soft Coating  
(i.e., Ferrox, Nickel Graphite)

Mo2

 › Fast, safe break-in  
and seating

 › Barrel-shaped ring  
profile for better seating

 › Available for all  
cylinder liner materials

 › Anti-scuff
 › Long ring life
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In-House Manufacturing - Genuine O.E.M.- 
Quality Power Piston Rings
As the only compression and power engine O.E.M. to 
manufacture power piston rings, Cooper keeps a close 
eye on quality and delivery within our own manufacturing 
process. Incoming raw materials require certification 
that ensures they meet our rigorous specifications for 
composition and microstructure. Machining is done 
on modern, high precision CNC lathes and mills that 
allow for both flexibility and high productivity. Critical 
dimensions and properties are continuously checked and 
recorded during the manufacturing process to ensure 
any problems are caught at an early stage. The finished 
rings are laser-marked with a part number, logotype, and 
orientation marking.
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Expedited Delivery
Our Mo2 power piston rings are produced and stocked 
in our Houston, Texas manufacturing and distribution 
center for all Cooper O.E.M. and non-Cooper slow-speed 
engines, assuring the power piston rings you need are 
available when you need them. Our goal is to have same 
day or next day delivery service to our customers.

Contact your Cooper sales representative to learn more 
about Mo2 coated rings and place an order.

Cooper’s new extended life power piston rings are 
an inaugural member of the Emerging Legends™ 
Series, our portfolio of new products and services 
that advance the industry and transform Cooper’s 
traditional way of doing business. Emerging Legends™ 
serves as a testament to the Cooper commitment 
of optimizing performance of legacy engines and 
compressors, helping our customers extend the life 
of their equipment, and bringing environmentally 
sustainable solutions to the market.
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